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Shifting American University’s virtual reference service model from a consortial, vendor-based endeavor to an institution-only commercial instant messaging service required a team effort. This necessary service and resulting organizational change was comprised of nimble players (reference providers) and flexible management (administrative oversight). Performance guidelines were adapted from the vendor chat experience. Instant messaging service training required modifications to our library’s internal communication and development of staff performance guidelines, as well as the creation of innovative management workflow solutions. This article describes how instant messaging reference service shook up our organization and made the sharing of training best practices an organizational norm for cross-functional endeavors.
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Over the past few years, instant messaging (IM) has been widely adopted by academic libraries, either in conjunction with other virtual reference services or as a replacement for vendor software programs. This has prompted a growing body of literature about staffing, training, and evaluating virtual reference services. Yet, little has been written about how developing best practices for IM can lead to organizational change within libraries. The purpose of this article is to outline one university library’s development of best practices for IM, describe how these practices can be used to foster
greater collaboration among service providers across several departments, and discuss how to establish such sharing as an organizational norm.

LITERATURE REVIEW

There is limited literature specifically addressing the ways in which staffing, training, and evaluation explicitly relate to and inform the development of best practices for virtual reference (particularly instant messaging), as well as the implications such best practices have for organizational behavior and organizational change within academic libraries. However, the literature on staffing, training, and evaluating virtual reference services from a practical standpoint is extensive and includes numerous books and articles addressing these and other issues for libraries interested in starting and sustaining a virtual reference service.¹

Likewise, a growing segment of library literature outlines the reasons for many academic libraries’ shift from Web-based chat services to instant messaging (IM) services, or describes the adoption of multiple synchronous reference services and resulting effects on staffing and training.² According to Ward and Kern, transcript analyses of their library’s IM service revealed more subject-based research questions directed to IM than to vendor-based software, which “has some staffing and training implications, as subject-based research questions often require more lengthy reference interviews than known-item or information/directional questions in order to fully understand the patron’s question.”³ This connection among evaluation, training, and staffing as they relate to best practices and organizational change necessitates further exploration, particularly given the practical matter of staffing that many libraries face.

With regard to staffing, Steiner and Long discovered, in their 2005 survey of academic librarians’ opinions about IM, that staffing is one of the most frequently cited challenges in maintaining an IM service.⁴ Jana Ronan echoes this concern in her book, Chat Reference, asserting that “personnel selection is critical to the success of an online live reference service, and ... several questions should be considered in decision-making. What competencies are realistic to require of real-time reference staff, given the pool of personnel to draw upon? Which skills will staff acquire via training? Will staffing be limited to professionals possessing a degree in library science?”⁵ Ronan’s questions address staffing more from the perspective of quality (ensuring good service via training) rather than quantity (having enough people to staff IM), but her focus on the relationship among staffing, training, and performance guidelines reveals how contingent the latter two are upon the former. A training program for IM that establishes performance guidelines ensures there will be enough qualified staff to provide IM service. Ronan identifies two dominant models for staffing chat reference in academic libraries: recruiting
volunteers from an existing reference staff, or adjusting librarians’ reference duties to incorporate virtual reference desk hours.\(^6\) We would argue for a third model: incorporate library staff—librarians and non-librarians—from departments outside reference.

The literature on the use of non-librarians reveals an intense debate about levels of service and the nature of the library profession, but as Mozen-ter, Sanders, and Bellamy state, “whether the trend is based on qualitative, service-based judgments or on shrinking budgets and smaller professional staffs, if the result is expanded use of non-librarians, the issue of training becomes paramount.”\(^7\) Moreover, the use of performance guidelines or best practices for both training and performance evaluation within the context of IM can address concerns behind each of these trends, improve the quality of service provided to users, and alleviate staffing shortages by increasing the pool of service providers.

Morin underscores this idea in her discussion of best practices in the virtual reference environment. In her chapter, “Approaching Best Practices and Guidelines for Virtual Reference,” she states that best practices “outline a process, practice, or method that can improve effectiveness and efficiency in several situations. One reason to create best practices and guidelines is to help collaboration . . . help delineate tasks . . . set expectation levels clearly, smooth staffing transitions, and identify gaps in understanding.”\(^8\) Moreover, developing best practices can lead to the kind of meaningful assessment that Bell alludes to when he asks, “Is it possible to develop specific outcomes related to the adoption of the new technology that can be measured and evaluated?”\(^9\) The answer, we contend, is that it is not only possible, but also necessary, given practical issues of staffing and training, as well as more qualitative issues such as providing superior levels of service. Best practices, in short, should ideally be used not only for creating performance measures for assessment, but also as the basis of an IM training program.

While creating and implementing best practices entails establishing agreed-upon competencies, it also involves working with the actual output of the IM service: transcripts. Within the field of virtual reference, using transcripts for training and evaluation has been well-documented in the literature.\(^10\) Ward’s seminal article on using transcripts for staff training is one of the best examples, as it outlines his use of the Reference and User Services Association guidelines for behavioral performance to analyze Web-based chat sessions, and provides data that demonstrates the viability of transcripts in aiding staff training in reference interview skills. More importantly, his views on training parallel those of Mozenter’s: Ward states, “The need for correct behaviors [in a reference interview] is emphasized when libraries train non-librarians or students for reference desk work.”\(^11\) Again, this link among “correct behaviors” (performance guidelines), evaluation, and training for non-librarians as well as professionals underscores the vital importance and value of best practices for a library’s organization.
Yet, best practices—and possibly, instant messaging itself—can also be used for effecting organizational change. By using these practices to train non-librarians for IM, and by sharing these practices among public service departments within a library, librarians increase the possibility of collaboration among public service departments and promote the act of collaboration itself as an organizational norm. Collaboration, of course, relies on an amenable organizational culture, whether a library’s organizational structure is hierarchical, team-based, or “flat,” and collaboration also presumes a willingness on the part of administration to accept ideas from library staff.

Steiner and Long allude to this final point when they describe the results of their survey question about how IM originates at most libraries. Of the 57 libraries offering IM, they state that “48 started their service as the result of the efforts of one librarian. In most cases, the concept emerges from the library staff rather than from the administration” (emphasis added). Although this is only one survey, it suggests that IM is, in some ways, a “grass-roots” form of reference, with the idea, implementation, and [in the case of American University (AU) Library] the entire program emerging from the ground up rather than the top down.

BACKGROUND

From 2002 to 2006, AU librarians contributed service hours to the Washington Research Library Consortium’s (WRLC) virtual reference collaboration. During this time, the WRLC migrated across several vendor-based platforms: LSSI, Tutor.com, and QuestionPoint’s 24/7 Reference Service. Our WRLC partners included the Catholic University of America, Gallaudet University, George Mason University, the George Washington University, Marymount University, and the University of the District of Columbia. By 2005, commercial instant messaging had been reported widely on a national level to be a successful complement to, or substitution for, vendor-based virtual reference platforms. Throughout the duration of the collaboration, WRLC librarians reported widespread frustration with the vendor platforms.

In anticipation of the collaborative service’s cancellation, AU librarians created a parallel IM reference pilot during the spring of 2006. Simultaneously, other WRLC schools also began their own institution-supported IM reference services. Librarians at AU expressed their satisfaction with this new service model, as did librarians at the other schools.

The consortium discontinued collaborative virtual reference service after spring 2006. In order to transition to the new IM service model, AU’s service coordinators created new training initiatives and management workflows for its librarian and non-librarian service providers. During the WRLC collaborative model, librarians from across the consortium assessed service provision
by reviewing sampled transcripts. AU librarians adapted a similar transcript evaluation process to support its development of service best practices for its training efforts.

DEVELOPMENT OF BEST PRACTICES

Staffing

Consortial collaboration among the WRLC libraries provided almost 70 professionals who could staff the service’s hours. Switching to a locally staffed service naturally proved to be challenging because the number of library reference professionals at AU comprised only a fraction of our consortial whole. Additionally, few library staff from outside of the team of reference librarians traditionally staffed the physical reference desk. Finally, scheduling and staffing another service in addition to the reference desk seemed daunting, especially because our reference team chose not to centralize the IM service from the reference desk. Thus, the genesis of incorporating other library personnel—that is, non-librarians enrolled in MLS programs, others who had advanced subject knowledge, and librarians outside of reference—resulted from the need to cover both in-person and online reference simultaneously with a limited number of possible service providers.

Service coordinators and library administrators recognized these staffing concerns, viewing them from the perspective of a team-based approach—which is why AU Library had developed its team-based environment in the first place. Not only does the team-based environment help individuals reach their potential by providing multiple cross-training opportunities, but it also helps the library structure sustain itself by encouraging its finite number of staff to increase their participation and sense of responsibility for library-wide initiatives. Once library staff answered the call for participation, the IM service coordinators worked closely with interested staff and their administrative heads to ensure that service provision of one hour per week would not adversely affect their primary responsibilities.

Training

The service coordinators borrowed from the experience of evaluating virtual reference transcripts and used many of those transcripts, in addition to some transcripts from our IM pilot experience, to identify examples of the established best practices. These examples provided valuable demonstrations of reference interviews for the IM trainees during their training process. Other aspects of training involved in-person reference desk shadowing, the completion of task-based reference questions relative to the AU curriculum, introductions to core databases, Web resources, and standard print reference
materials, as well as overviews of designed service procedures (e.g., signing in to the service, practicing the reference interview via IM, establishing an immediate rapport with clientele, etc.).

In order to accomplish this mini-course on reference service, each trainee was assigned a mentor librarian, who also doubled as one of the service coordinators. The mentor guided the trainee through six weeks of practice and shadowed the trainee in preparation for service provision for fall 2006. In order to better organize the training process, IM coordinators also designed an online course and syllabus to be completed by trainees over the summer of 2006. The coordinators developed this course space through Blackboard, AU’s course management system, which housed course materials, service policies—including guidelines for referrals from one service desk to another—and training procedures. This online component also functioned as a repository for the service’s history and provided the coordinators with yet another communication method to express service updates (look at past and current schedules, swap IM service hours, etc.). Toward the end of summer and midway through fall 2006, the service coordinators evaluated IM trainees on the helpfulness of the training program, asking for feedback regarding different aspects of training. During the fall semester, mentors met with trainees on a regular basis to review trainees’ transcripts and discuss any questions or concerns trainees had about providing IM service.

Evaluation

These training and evaluation practices remain in place as of spring 2008. Over time, the coordinators have hosted group feedback forums to allow for the sharing and discussion of service experiences. This practice has provided an additional important viewpoint of our evaluation of training and performance: Service participants tell us what additional training they believe they require. This practice of reflective discussion allows these sessions to remain trainee-centered, and the knowledge of service provision that we discuss together seems commonly owned rather than dictated in an overly didactic, top-down approach.

Still, these logs provide an ample source of discussion material, which is used during group and one-on-one training. Within the transcripts, we observed several factors. We do gauge accuracy of answers provided, but, more importantly, the iterative process returns us to the outcomes established by the best practices document. Thus, we are mining the transcripts for reference-interview completion, step-by-step instructions, and appropriate referrals to source materials and human resources, all of which are outlined in the best practices.

Mentors and trainees work together during the trainees’ first few weeks of service provision. The mentor acts as cheerleader and resource for reference or technological support. Developing this relationship establishes
trust and camaraderie, which are both traits librarians want to instill in their potential colleagues. We argue this time-consuming practice adds value to our profession: it reinforces our professional obligation to collaborate with non-librarians (which, in turn, often encourages them to join our profession), and it reveals how the culture of assessment in higher education and libraries positively reinforces collaboration and active learning among all library staff as a means of maintaining quality service.

IMPLICATIONS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

Steiner and Long’s discovery that many IM services emerged from library staff rather than from administration hints at the sort of organizational change that IM can effect, and correlates with our experience at AU, where librarians initiated an IM pilot and developed it into a flourishing service with its own training and evaluation parameters. This grass-roots approach in initiating a new reference service, in addition to AU’s staffing model for IM (cross-training librarians, the use of non-librarians for IM), as well as our use of best practices as performance guidelines, which were developed by librarians and library staff, point toward an organizational change that results in the development of common professional values across the library’s various function units. For example, the Media Services and Music Library units within the AU Library system adapted the IM best practices for its own reference services, and these practices continue to serve as performance guidelines for all library staff participating in IM.

Of course, this kind of organizational change relies somewhat on a library’s organizational culture; AU’s team-based structure allows for a fair measure of teamwork independent from library administration, with performance parameters determined and maintained by IM service providers. Yet, equally, or perhaps more important than a library’s culture, is its openness to the idea of using performance guidelines for library staff to ensure staff buy-in to enhance training—all of which serves the user well, our ultimate goal. With a system that allows trainees to evaluate the quality of their own training, as well as encourages everyone (librarians included) to have their work evaluated within the context of established best practices, IM service at AU Library has catalyzed change among departments, compelling public service desks to collaborate more with each other, prompting us to provide consistently high-quality service to our community, and instigating cross-departmental use of best practices and performance guidelines.
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